Public and Community Engagement Professional
Career Opportunity - Winnipeg
Scatliff + Miller + Murray is seeking creative, organized, and strategic thinkers ready to be
part of a dynamic, growing team of engagement professionals. Our work continues to
blossom with interesting, diverse, challenging, and rewarding projects, and we are looking
for enthusiastic professionals to complement our team and grow with our firm.
Are you interested in?






Working with a multidisciplinary team that includes Landscape Architects, Urban
Planners, Engineers, and Biologists;
Engaging with stakeholders, rightsholders, and the public-at-large on:
o Urban Design projects (plazas, parks, playgrounds)
o Planning projects (masterplans, municipal development plans, recreation
plans, community strategic plans)
o Infrastructure projects (riverbanks, roads, bridges, landfills);
Collaborating with—and working for—Indigenous communities; and
Occasional travel within Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Northwestern Ontario.

Do you have the following skills?







Ability to translate technical project information into easy to understand graphics
and language;
Capability to collaborate on strategizing, developing, and writing engagement and
communication plans;
Skill set to research and identify those impacted by projects and assessing their level
of impact;
Ability to facilitate meetings, sessions, and presentations;
Excellent graphic, verbal, and written communication skills; and
Data analysis and report writing.

Successful applicants will likely come from a background in Urban Planning, Landscape
Architecture, or Natural Resource Management with experience engaging stakeholders
and/or the public on a variety of projects.
Foundations training in IAP2 is an asset. Experience is required, but we do not have a
minimum expectation for years of experience. We are an equal opportunity employer that
values diversity.

This posting will be open until August 10, 2022. We understand that your submission is to
be received with the utmost of discretion. While all submissions will be truly appreciated,
only those selected will be notified. Please submit (via email only) a resume and references
in confidence to:
Cheryl Dixon MALA, CSLA
Principal
cdixon@scatliff.ca
Scatliff + Miller + Murray is a firm of professionals focused on developing bold new concepts and
high-level designs for urban revitalization and sustainable development. We have a reputation for
visionary and innovative design. The firm’s embrace of sustainability, regional character and
collaboration is evident in our many transformative projects. Our projects are planned and executed
in harmony with the landscape, culture and community.

